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Lover Chapter 661 - 665

Sasha was against the idea due to personal reasons, but she couldn’t think of
anything to rebuke the man because he was right.

In fact, his sole concern was their children’s development. Thus, his
arrangements were the best for their children.

In the end, she acknowledged with a nod and said, “Sure, I’ll leave them in your
care for the time being and return to spend some time with them in the future.”

As soon as she wrapped up the conversation, she hung up the call and
thought that was the best out of the worst possible outcomes.

Sasha and Rufus boarded the next available flight, making their way to Clear
from Avenport three days before the festive seasons.

Standing in front of the entrance of Royal Court One, Luke’s mind was all over
the place due to the well-decorated villa for the upcoming joyous occasions.

“Mr. Hayes, I think Mrs. Hayes has finally departed.”

Sebastian, who was next to Luke, stared dead ahead of him when he heard his
assistant.
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Is Mr. Hayes looking at the plane? Has he lost his mind or something? I mean,
it’s pretty obvious there’s no way he’s able to ensure she’s in the plane.

Luke felt heavy-hearted and stood next to Sebastian in silence for a long time.

Two days later, it was finally time for the fight to take place.

Yancy took the internet by storm as soon as she revealed her trump card—the
letters she had retrieved with Sasha’s aid.

Seriously? The late director of Hayes Corporation was a playboy when he was
young! I can’t believe he had tried to get his hands on a minor!

Oh, God! This is definitely the news of the day!

What is it about?

Within a few hours, the photos made it to the internet. The netizens expressed
their disbelief and continued sharing the photos with their friends and
families.

The topic became the talk of the town due to the convenience of
communication enabled through the advancement of technologies.

By the time Luke heard of the scandal, it had topped the trending chart. The
journalists had been bombarding the company with all sorts of follow-up
questions.

She’s such a shameless b*tch!
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Luke kept a copy of the photos and rushed his way to Sebastian’s office. He
announced, “Mr. Hayes, those were the letters they had been writing one
another back in the day.”

He showed Sebastian the photos, but Sebastian was relatively calm. In fact,
he had been pretty calm ever since a few days ago when he was aware of the
things awaiting him, including Eric’s plan to assert dominance over the
corporate players in the city and the plan of those from Jetroina to take him
out.

Although others had taken the fight to him, he couldn’t care less and
announced in a hushed voice upon a simple glimpse at the photos, “These
don’t belong to him.”

“What?” Luke was confused and had a hard time fathoming the things
Sebastian brought up a few seconds ago.

What does he mean these don’t belong to him? Also, who are we talking
about?

“Mr. Hayes, are you indicating these aren’t the things Mrs. Hayes has
smuggled from Mr. Hayes Sr’s room?”

“Yes.”

“H-Huh? If that’s the case—”

“Sasha was no fool—there was no way she would hand these to Yancy since
she could easily figure out the things awaiting us if those were truly the letters
Dad had written Yancy.”
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The man was certain the letters in the photos weren’t the ones Sasha had
handed over to Yancy.

He was spot on since Yancy was the one confessing the sort of affection she
had for Frederick in a lustful manner.

Therefore, Sasha wasn’t against the idea of returning those to Yancy since she
thought Yancy was the one who would stand something to lose.

To be precise, she might easily tarnish her image if those were to make it to
the internet without her consent.

If that’s the case, what has gone wrong with the letters? Why are these
different from the ones Mrs. Hayes has handed over to Yancy?

The confused Luke looked at the almighty president of Hayes Corporation. A
few seconds later, Sebastian remarked, “It’s the papers doing the tricks. The
initial content can be easily altered through a special method, leaving the
altered content behind.”

Sebastian showed him the suspicious part of the letters and exposed Yancy’s
dirty little tricks in front of Luke.

Luke started burning with rage and felt a strong urge to confront the vicious
woman in person.

Seconds after he retrieved his phone, Sebastian stopped him and asked,
“What do you think you’re doing?”

Irked, Luke said, “I’ll go teach her a lesson and stop her from accusing your
father! Otherwise, she’s going to tarnish the late Mr. Hayes Sr’s image! On top
of that, it’s over for Hayes Corporation!”
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Slouching against the chair, the calm and collected Sebastian asked
nonchalantly, “Why are you in such a hurry when the best is about to begin?”

He had his eyes glued on the stack of documents on his table shortly after he
finished his rhetorical questions.

Seriously? What are we waiting for when they have taken the fight to us?

As confused as Luke might be, he knew he needed to have faith in Sebastian.
Thus, he stopped trying anything rash and continued observing the progress
of the incidents.

Shortly after the photos made it to the internet, a famous influencer with
millions of followers hopped on the bandwagon.

Returning from the Dead: His Secret
Lover Chapter 662

He attached the photos of a parcel as well as the photo that seemed to have
been around for decades.

Holy moly! What is this again?

Is this some sort of big expose?
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The netizens gathered around immediately after they found out the existence
of the influencer.

The Truth Of The Mysterious Incident Two Decades Ago!

The so-called influencer included the description for the mysterious items and
took the netizens by surprise when he included the identity of a woman with
the surname of Young.

Who’s this Ms. Young he’s talking about?

Although the youngsters might not be aware of the identity of the woman,
those around Rufus and Jackson’s age were well aware of the woman’s
identity.

Ms. Young? Is he talking about one of the renowned heiresses of Avenport
two decades ago?

It rings a bell! Are we talking about the homewrecker who ends up being an
outcast of the Young family after the scandal?

Yes! I have heard rumors of the man abandoning her as well!

A few boomers were surfing the internet. Immediately after they found out the
scandals had something to do with Yancy, they recalled the incident that had
occurred decades ago.

Thus, the name of Frederick and Yancy made it to the headline shortly after
the big expose of the influencer.

It was then Yancy’s name finally showed up in front of others after two
decades.
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That was merely the first step of the vicious woman’s plan. All along the years,
she had always wanted to do something to prove herself innocent.

The netizens went berserk when they saw the content of the so-called letters
Frederick had written Yancy. They started reprimanding him for being a
shameless man.

Luke was on the verge of losing his cool as he couldn’t stand others ridiculing
the late Frederick anymore.

“I can’t take it anymore! It’s time to teach her a lesson!”

Muttering to himself, the enraged man started returning the favor and picked
on the keyboard warrior by replying to their comments.

He tried to explain those were merely the papers doing the tricks, but the
keyboard warriors seemed to have been anticipating him.

As soon as he tried to defend the late Frederick, he became the center of the
keyboard warriors’ witch hunt.

Some of them started going after him and his IP address. In the end, they
successfully located the person behind the defensive comment and found out
he was affiliated with Hayes Corporation.

Damn it! Things have just escalated real quick over there!

Luke was utterly dumbfounded. As infuriated as he might be, he knew he
couldn’t keep that from Sebastian anymore.

The moment he made it into Sebastian’s office, he found out Sebastian had
departed and was on his way to the customer’s office.
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In short, Sebastian would be away for two hours. Things might have long
spiraled out of control by the time he returned to his office.

Luke’s speculation was spot on—things had long spiral out of control by the
time Sebastian returned to his office.

On top of the persistent netizens, the entire building had been surrounded by
countless curious journalists.

Sebastian couldn’t even make his way back to his office had failed to make his
way back through the back entrance too after being notified of the journalists’
presence.

Horrified by the consequences of his actions, the startled Luke stammered the
moment he saw Sebastian, “M-Mr. Hayes, I—”

To his surprise, Sebastian was relatively calm as if he couldn’t be bothered by
the comments of the netizens at all.

“What’s with that aggrieved look? Well, she’s just trying to leverage her
relationship with my late father for her personal gain. Stop getting worked up
over something trivial.”

“H-Huh?” After pausing for a few seconds, Luke asked, “Am I not supposed to
be anxious when she has exposed the sort of relationship—”

Luke was afraid the woman would come after Sebastian, who wasn’t related
to the Hayes at all, as soon as she shared the sort of relationship her son had
with the rest.

After all, he would have to get rid of Sebastian to ensure her son could inherit
the assets of the Hayes.
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Luke glared at Sebastian in the eyes, but Sebastian assured him in a callous
tone, “Just let her make a scene out of it if that’s the case.”

“B-But—”

“Have you nothing else on your schedule? If there’s nothing else, why don’t you
go ahead and call it a day?”

Instead of getting worked up due to the ongoing scandals, Sebastian’s
assistant had gotten on his nerves for bringing up the same issue over and
over again.

In the end, Luke had no choice but to leave Sebastian alone.

What is he trying to do? Isn’t he aware he’s going to bring upon his own
undoing?

Apart from Luke, the staff of the company was on pins and needles due to the
ongoing scandals.

To make things worse, the president had never once addressed their concerns
and the issues. Within a few hours, the part where Yancy had to brace herself
through others’ humiliation and give birth to Solomon made it to the headline.

Yancy included the part Frederick dismissed him when they needed her the
most. Instead of taking care of his biological son, Frederick took care of his
sister-in-law’s son and acknowledged him as his son.

Once again, the scandal took the public by surprise since no one could foresee
the truth of the series of incidents.

Most importantly, it had something to do with the almighty Hayes Corporation.
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What the heck is wrong with the late Mr. Hayes? I can’t believe he had a thing
for his sister-in-law! It turns out the so-called mistress was never the one at
fault!

What on earth is going on with this family? Are they even in their right mind?

Hayes Corporation’s shares plunged due to the scandals. The journalists
couldn’t resist the urge to break into the building and ended up blocking the
entrance of the company.

“M-Mr. Hayes—”

As much as Luke was against the idea of approaching Sebastian, he had to
brace himself since a few shareholders of the company was there.

Sebastian glanced at him and switched off his laptop before asking Luke to
show the shareholders the way to his office.

“Mr. Hayes, what’s going on with the scandals? Are you not going to stop the
woman? Don’t you think it’s time to ensure everything is under control?”

“He’s right, Mr. Hayes!”
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The ones urging Sebastian to do something were none other than Peter and
his party who had helped Sebastian regain ownership over Hayes Corporation
in times of emergencies.

In other words, they had never once doubted Sebastian and reprimanded the
ones spreading baseless accusations against him and his family.

Nonetheless, Sebastian shook his head and showed them the way to the
couch in his office upon a simple glimpse at the watch on his wrist.

“All of you need to stay calm because I’m trying to lure the mastermind out of
hiding.”

The shareholders’ confusion was written all over their faces. They asked, “The
mastermind?”

Sebastian nodded and started puffing at the cigarette. He said, “I have to take
out the mastermind before handing over the company to the rest of you.
Otherwise, I’m afraid she’s going to try something silly.”

“Huh?”

The confused bunch got increasingly confused due to Sebastian’s remarks,
but Sebastian went dead silent and started scrolling through his phone.

It wasn’t much of a surprise for Sebastian to become the target of the
netizens’ upcoming witch hunt since Yancy had accused Frederick of having
an affair with his sister-in-law.

All of a sudden, everyone had their eyes on Sebastian and considered him the
illegitimate son of the Hayes.
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Subsequently, Sebastian, who had always been a public figure, became the
talk of the town.

Great! It’s about time!

Sebastian cast his phone aside and instructed Luke to serve their guests a few
glasses of tea.

Luke and the shareholders were at a loss for words. They couldn’t fathom the
reason Sebastian was relatively at ease, but they had to play along with the
man.

After a few cups of tea, Luke couldn’t keep his curiosity in check anymore. He
retrieved his phone and found out Sebastian was no longer the talk of the
town.

“W-What’s—”

He stammered and piqued the curiosity of the shareholders. They ended up
checking their phones as well.

Sebastian remained calm throughout the session, but those around him were
surprised by the drastic turn of events within a few hours.

The officials of the social media announced they had terminated the account
of the so-called influencer for accusing others.

On top of that, the spokesperson of the police mentioned they had taken those
in charge into custody.

The footage of the letters being drenched in some mysterious-looking solution
took the netizens by surprise again.
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The content of the letters was no longer the same once they retrieved the
letters from the mysterious-looking solution.

Those were no longer written by a man. Instead, those were lustful
confessions from a woman to a man.

Sir? What the heck? How dare she address him in such an intimate manner?

Is this the freaking truth of the entire saga?

Oh, God! Isn’t this the technique to alter the content of the letter? I think the
mysterious-looking solution is the key to the initial content! In other words,
Ms. Young has been playing the victim when she’s the mastermind!

If that’s the case, is she still alive or what?

At the same time, the news of a foreign woman being taken into custody by
the police of Lostaria in Jetroina made it to the headlines of the international
news channel.

“According to the spokesperson of the police from Jetroina, Keiko, who’s
better known as Yancy, is the mastermind behind the series of incidents. As a
member of Sinch Enterprise, she was also involved in the conflict between
Sinch Enterprise and Hayes Corporation quite some time ago. In other words,
this is one of her attempts to get her revenge against Hayes Corporation. The
police have taken her into custody after gathering the evidence to prove her
guilty.”

The so-called scandals were brought to an abrupt halt because of a video that
lasted for a little less than a minute.
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The police from Jetroina showed the journalists the rest of the so-called
letters prior to taking those away with them as evidence for Yancy’s trial.

The contents of those letters had yet to be altered by Yancy. Thus, once those
made it to the headlines, it took the public, including the ones in Sebastian’s
office, by surprise.

“Mr. Hayes, it turns out you have all sorts of countermeasure in place, huh? I
can’t believe you have acquired the aid of the police from Jetroina and the
international journalists! You’re awesome!”

“He’s right, Mr. Hayes! I’m impressed! You have done a magnificent job!”

Those in Sebastian’s office showed him a huge thumbs up. Instead of taking
the credits, Sebastian responded with a smile and took another sip of tea.

Returning from the Dead: His Secret
Lover Chapter 664

As a matter of fact, Sebastian wasn’t the one pulling the strings when he was
merely the president of Hayes Corporation.

It would be impossible for him to assert influence over the police from
Jetroina and the international journalists within such a short span of time.
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In other words, the only one capable of asserting influences over so many
parties at the same time was the Jadesons.

Yancy had successfully gotten on their nerves with her vicious plan. In an
attempt to gain ownership over Hayes Corporation, she thought of a series of
things to force Sebastian into submission.

Unfortunately, she had brought the fight to the wrong party because even
though she was aware Sebastian was a member of the Jadesons, she had
tried to paint the picture differently.

In an attempt to mislead others into perceiving Sebastian as the illegitimate
son of Frieda and Frederick, she had successfully irked the Jadesons.

The almighty Jadesons, the family superior to the rest of the families due to
their influence in the army, would never allow others to pick on their successor
even though Shin was merely an outcast of the family.

As much as they were against the idea of acknowledging Sebastian, they
would never allow others to pick on him.

Aware of the plan of the Jadesons, Sebastian had long made up his mind to
let them take care of the nuisances on his behalf.

He thought it wasn’t a bad idea to take out Yancy with others’ aid.

Shortly after he finished his cup of tea and showed the shareholders the way
out of his office, the one behind the scenes showed up in front of him.

Infuriated by the truth, Eric glared at Sebastian and yelled, “It turns out you’re
Frieda’s son!”
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Sebastian sneered and asked with a scowl, “Yes! What’s the matter? Is that a
big deal or something?”

Eric couldn’t stand Sebastian’s contemptuous look anymore. Unable to
contain the strong murderous intent to himself, he asked, “If that’s the case,
why have you mentioned nothing about it? Have you a death wish or
something? Why have you taken out my comrades?”

The infuriated man response was the epitome of the Jadesons’ response.
Sebastian’s father was the Jadesons’ sole successor back in the day.

The father of the man in front of him was nothing more than a leader of a
branch family, but the man had the guts to challenge the heir of the legitimate
successor of the family.

Sebastian chuckled and puffed at the cigarette, asking with a scowl, “What?
Are you going to do me a favor and take me out if I have a death wish?”

Eric was at a loss for words because those were precisely the things he had in
mind. In fact, the urge to take out the man in front of him was written all over
his scrunched-up face.

He warned Sebastian, “If you don’t wish to die a miserable death, you better
bring along your mother’s corpse and follow me to the Jadesons’ Residence!”

Sneering, Sebastian asked in a sarcastic manner, “Since you’re aware we’re
biologically related, why do you want my mother’s corpse? Am I supposed to
hand her corpse over to the old geezer and allow him to take things out on a
deceased?”

“Sebastian!” Unable to suppress his wrath anymore, Eric reached for his gun
and took aim at Sebastian.
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“I’m warning you to stop challenging us unless you truly wish to make an
express trip to hell! Since they have sent me to take you home with me, it
means they’re still trying to do you a favor!”

Am I supposed to consider myself lucky because I’ll get to live as long as I
grovel myself at his mercy and make my way back to the Jadesons with him?
Is he indicating I need to express my gratitude over their courtesy?

Seconds after Sebastian burst out laughing, he brought himself to an abrupt
halt and glared at the man in the eyes, indicating he was ready to take Eric out
without a second thought.

“Sure! I’ll follow you!”

“Huh?”

Sebastian’s reply took Eric by surprise as Sebastian had changed his mind in
split seconds when he was still pretty arrogant a few seconds ago.

At the same time, Sebastian sprang up from the couch and snatched Eric’s
gun away from him.

A loud crack could be heard as Sebastian broke Eric’s arm without any
hesitation. After being in the army for more than a decade, Eric couldn’t
believe someone was actually a match for him in terms of combat skills.

“On one condition—I’ll return with your corpse instead of my mother’s!”

Sebastian took aim at Eric with a vicious grin. Overwhelmed by angst, it
seemed as if he was about to pull the trigger at any time because he was
aware the man in front of him had taken his mother out.
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Eric’s face turned pale and haggard. He warned Sebastian, “You better not try
anything reckless! If you kill me, the Jadesons will never let you off the hook!”

“Huh? Are you indicating they’re going to let me off the hook if I don’t kill you? I
mean, you don’t think I’m going to fall for your promises when you have always
intended to take me out on our way back, do you?”

Sebastian slapped Eric’s face with the gun in an attempt to provoke the
almighty member of the Jadesons.

Unable to withstand the humiliation, Eric tried to break free from Sebastian.

Unfortunately, the man Eric deemed just another corporate player launched a
powerful strike in his direction and sent him flying to the ground with a punch.

“Argh!”

Consequently, Eric shrieked in pain and puked a mouthful of blood.

“It turns out the Jadesons’ presence is the reason my father has always
wanted me to practice martial art ever since I was young! He must have
foreseen likes of you coming after me!”

Stepping on the heavily injured man’s shoulders, Sebastian took aim at the
defenseless man’s back.

Truth be told, he had been having nightmares all this while because he would
recall the last moment of his mother prior to passing on in his arms as soon
as he tried to close his eyes.

She had passed on after sustaining a serious injury due to the bullet fired at
her spinal cord. As much as it might hurt, she braced herself through the
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racking sensation and muttered, “S-Sebby, it’s fine! I-I’m just joining your
father!”

At the last moment of her life, she had finally regained consciousness.
However, he had never once acknowledged her as his mother.

No longer could Sebastian withstand the heart-wrenching sensation torturing
him anymore. He took aim at the defenseless man’s spinal cord and pulled the
trigger as much as the man begged for mercy.

Returning from the Dead: His Secret
Lover Chapter 665

On the other hand, Sasha, who had long made her way to Clear, finally figured
out the series of incidents after spending a week at the hospital.

She had to help out at the hospital since her colleagues were aware she was
back after dropping by the hospital to check his father into the ward.

Thus, she had no time for the internet until Willow showed up at her place for
dinner together during their day off.

“Nancy, have you seen the news? Are you aware your ex-spouse was in quite a
nasty situation a few days ago?”

Sasha, who had just served the dishes for dinner, repeated Willow’s question
when she heard her friend, “What?”
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It had been two years ever since she last heard someone addressing
Sebastian in such a manner. She just couldn’t get used to it yet.

Willow showed the confused Sasha her phone and said, “A woman from
Jetroina had been mocking your husband and mentioned he was the
illegitimate child of the Hayes. Currently, she has been taken into custody by
the police.”

Sasha lost herself in a train of thought while her friend continued gulping
down the dishes served.

She finally linked the missing pieces of puzzles together and snatched her
friend’s phone away from her.

“Why are you in such a hurry? Are you afraid I’m going to take the phone away
for you or what? Can you do me a favor and take care of my newly purchased
phone over there?”

Sasha paid no heed to her friend and started perusing the content of the
news.

She couldn’t believe so many things had occurred for Hayes Corporation
within the span of a week.

Yancy! It’s that vicious woman again!

Shortly after she figured out the timeline of the series of incidents, she started
panting heavily as she couldn’t believe Yancy had been making use of her to
bring upon others’ undoing again.
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She was glad the authorities had clarified that the Hayes had nothing to do
with the scandals. Those were nothing more than baseless accusations, and
the one stirring things up had been taken into custody as well.

Well, I’m just glad things turn out just fine for the accused ones! Otherwise, I’m
going to feel guilty because I was the one who had gotten her the letters!

Sasha returned Willow her phone and asked, “What’s with this new phone of
yours? Is it a gift from your fan or something?”

Willow rolled her eyes and asked sarcastically, “Hello? Are you trying to pull
my leg when you’re the one who has all sorts of luxurious gifts from different
men?”

Her friend had no intention to play along with her. Instead, she headed into the
kitchen to wash her hands.

Seconds after she returned, Sasha said, “What’s so great about wealthy men?
Aren’t you aware I’m just a divorcée?”

“What about it? I’m pretty sure you can easily get yourself another man if
you’re keen to get into another relationship! A colleague of ours thought of
dropping by to visit you when he found out you were back!”

Willow inched over and made fun of Sasha, indicating she was jealous of
Sasha’s look and luck in terms of relationships with men.

She just couldn’t think of the reason she was never involved in a serious
relationship with a man.

Sasha had no intention to carry on with the conversation. She handed her
friend a piece of note and urged, “You need to hold on to this and make sure
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you don’t lose it anymore! Otherwise, I’m going to teach you a lesson for
nagging in front of me!”

Willow was confused for a few seconds. As soon as she returned to her
senses and found out it was someone’s contact number, she started jumping
for joy.

“You don’t have to worry because there’s no way I’m losing it again!” She
stuffed the paper with Brandon’s contact number into her pocket.

Over the past two years, Sasha had been keeping in touch with him. However,
he couldn’t make his way back due to the ongoing issues of the Emmanuels
and the Hayes.

She thought it wouldn’t be such a bad idea to do her friend a favor since
Willow was head over heels in love with Brandon.

In the end, they had a great night catching up with one another over a meal.

Sasha brought the meal she had set aside for her father to the hospital to
keep him company for the night.

As soon as Sasha reached the ward and saw Rufus pacing back and forth in
the corridor, her heart skipped a beat.

She rushed to her father’s side and reprimanded, “Dad, what are you doing
here when you’re supposed to be taking a nap? You can’t leave the ward
without anyone around you! It’s dangerous!”

“I’m fine! After spending so many days in bed, it’s about time for me to take a
walk to ease up the pent-up tension! Speaking of which, when will I be
discharged?”
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Her father assured her it was not a big deal when he caught her getting
worked up again.

In the end, Sasha brought her father back to the ward because she knew it
would take a long time for those affected to get rid of the toxin in their system.

When she recalled the vicious woman was the one behind her father’s current
misery, she started gritting her teeth in angst again.

After showing her father the way back to the ward, she served him his meal
and took a seat next to him.

“Sasha, have you gotten in touch with Sebastian or not? Have you heard of the
things going on with his company? Aren’t you supposed to keep him
company?”

“H-Huh?” Sasha was about to serve his father some fruits for a balanced diet,
but she almost ended up skinning her thumb due to her father’s question.
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